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On the Inside...

NEW ORLEANS - A bril- liant scheme to integrate schools in the area, which was proposed by the Rev. Michael J. Hynes, president of the New Orleans Archdiocese, has been given the go-ahead by the local school board. The plan involves the use of Priests, who would serve as consultants to the local schools, to assist in the implementation of the integration scheme. The plan is expected to be implemented in the near future.

NEW ORLEANS - The Advocate...
Integration Test Due...

The procedure is simple...no worries. But you do have to meet your monthly commitment. Let's do this!
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The Supreme Court has declared that "segregation is illegal in the public schools of the United States." What does this mean? How will it affect your child? How can you be sure your child will be treated fairly?

The NAACP is fighting for equal protection for all students in the public schools. The Supreme Court's decision is a step forward, but there is still much work to be done.

The NAACP is committed to achieving desegregation in the public schools. We will continue to fight for equal protection until all students are treated fairly.

The NAACP is working to ensure that all students have access to quality education. We will continue to work for equal protection until all students have access to quality education.

We urge you to support the NAACP in our efforts to achieve desegregation in the public schools. Together, we can ensure that all students have equal protection.

Thank you for your support.

The NAACP

Other Louisiana Dioceses Holding Off on Integration

The Baton Rouge Diocese was established last year by Pope John and includes some 100 Catholic churches. A diocesan spokesman, however, insists that whatever plans the diocese may have are not yet in being. The spokesman refused to comment on the rumored plans for the establishment of a new diocesan office, which would be located in the center of the city.

The diocese has been active in the integration of schools in recent years, but no specific plans have been announced. The spokesman said that the diocese would continue to work with local authorities to ensure that all students have equal protection.

The diocese has been active in the integration of schools in recent years, but no specific plans have been announced. The spokesman said that the diocese would continue to work with local authorities to ensure that all students have equal protection.

The diocese has been active in the integration of schools in recent years, but no specific plans have been announced. The spokesman said that the diocese would continue to work with local authorities to ensure that all students have equal protection.
Preparation Services
In Spirit
 preparing to be 

Prepared with the

Bradley's

Science Group Set Meeting

WILLOW - The spring
meeting of the New Jersey
Catholic Board of Sci-
ence will be held April 7 at 
Willow Catholic High 
School. The meeting will be
held at the various grade
levels. There will be several
workshops on the third
floor after the 8 a.m.
Mass. The meeting will end
at 3:30 p.m. Teachers and
students are invited to par-
ticipate in the meeting.
Among the guest speakers
will be Dr. J. T. Kagame of
Cologne in Germany, former
Monitor of the Philosophy
College in Berlin, and John
W. Wise of Harvard
University. These will be
followed by the closing
session on "Theology and
Science at Willow" by Bp.
Eugene Redmond of the
archdiocese. Willow Cat-
chist High School's
Gentleman, Ancient
Theodore, is the organiza-
tion's first president.

K.S.M. in RIDGEMOON

Offer the new 1962

COMET

4 PASSENGER SEDAN

With Hudson, Streetwells, Signet, Air Cleaner, Oil Filter, and Chrome Wheel Covers plus many fancy extras. 

Priced at only

$1895

FREE SEAT BELTS when you bring in this ad 

Showroom Open Even. Except Wed. & Sat. 

KEN SMITH MOTORS

Automotive Center/Service/Repos/Export/Trade-In Complete Franklin Ave. & 6th St. 9-6 A.M. Ridgewood 

YOU CAN BUY ON A BUDGET here! 

NEXT BEST THING TO HOME COOKING DISSER 

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

ASK OUR THEATER-MOVIE PARTY

Dine in or Carry Out

THE ALEXANDER HAMILTON HOTEL

at Market and Franklin Avenues

From 8 A.M. to 10 P.M.

P.A.L., 12 P.M.

BEGAN

JUICE BEANS

CHOCOLATE EGGS

MIXED NUTS

COOKED EGG

EASTER BERANETTE

Candy Kitchen

260-10-19

22 West Main St.

Corbin, KY 40701

(210) 783-2261

The smiles of Justin Nathaniel, David Moss, Theodore Neter, Phillipine Lima and Elmo Goodwin, display their pride in being chosen to represent St. Joseph's in the spotlight. Here at St. Joseph's we are randomly selected for being outstanding. 

NEW JERSEY'S LARGEST PAROCHIAL SCHOOL - UNIFORM OUTFITTERS 

Inquire invited

Telephone

1300 W 6-4210

* E. PATTONSON

* PARAMUS

* WEST NEW YORK

* HACKENSACK

Saint Joseph's School

Bogota, N. J.

In the Spotlight

Nature Come To

An Eco-Exhibit

The CUSTOM GENTLEMAN actually provides you in cost and in size.

PHOTOMETRIC

The method of forming our art is making fine cliches. Come in today and see how this process makes your favorite custom tailor's handiwork now available in a ready made form. 

The CUSTOM GENTLEMAN will provide you with PHOTOMETRICALLY REPRODUCED custom clothing. You may order your suit and have your favorite Tailor's creations, at blanketing cost prices, in a ready made suit. 

From $79.50

CPC CREDIT CARDS HONORED

The CUSTOM GENTLEMAN

CUSTOM TAPESTRY CLOTHES BY Photo/Matic

NEW JERSEY'S MOST DISTINGUISHED SPORTS SHOP

1033 HIGHWAY 46

CORTE CRITI

CUPTON, N. J. 07019

41 COMMERC DRIVE

NEWARK, N.J.

Theoni. 2-2332

We've expanded!

GRAND OPENING TUESDAY APRIL 10TH

not the car, you know. Here at Taylor Motor Sales, we're telling the same story. Why? 

VW no wider. No longer. No fewer. But we're still in it, building more than expected quality. Bigger and better than ever. So maybe we seem everywhere in broader dimensions these days.

With VW sales increasing every year, our business just outgrew the old place. So we built a big new showroom at 250 West Passaic St., in Maywood.

Naturally, when the chief executive head about this, he demanded equal land and capital, and we did.

There will be a total of 14 boys - 7 lift and lubrication staffs of the very latest model. A staff of 11 mechanics (all factory trained by Volkswagen of course) are on the job. A recreation room, shop, conference, two service advisors and a service manager fill out our service staff.

It all adds up to better, fester service and delivery than you could offer before. Used cars can be more quickly overhauled and returned to resale.

Our Service Manager, VW can be stored, displayed and sold. And more of our customer's cars can be serviced when the needed area without delay.

Come in and see us soon, won't you? And if you're not looking, that's okay, too. There's plenty of room in our new building. Let us show you how to look at it.

Taylor Motor Sales, Inc.

250 West Passaic Street • Maywood • Hubbard 9-1300

Adjacent to the Paramus Shopping Centers
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not the car, you know. Here at Taylor Motor Sales, we're telling the same story. Why? 

VW no wider. No longer. No fewer. But we're still in it, building more than expected quality. Bigger and better than ever. So maybe we seem everywhere in broader dimensions these days.

With VW sales increasing every year, our business just outgrew the old place. So we built a big new showroom at 250 West Passaic St., in Maywood.

Naturally, when the chief executive head about this, he demanded equal land and capital, and we did.

There will be a total of 14 boys - 7 lift and lubrication staffs of the very latest model. A staff of 11 mechanics (all factory trained by Volkswagen of course) are on the job. A recreation room, shop, conference, two service advisors and a service manager fill out our service staff.

It all adds up to better, fester service and delivery than you could offer before. Used cars can be more quickly overhauled and returned to resale.

Our Service Manager, VW can be stored, displayed and sold. And more of our customer's cars can be serviced when the needed area without delay.

Come in and see us soon, won't you? And if you're not looking, that's okay, too. There's plenty of room in our new building. Let us show you how to look at it.
Advises on Work With Emigrants

NCPC News Service

Following is a translation of an address Oct. 26, 1961, by Padre Pio S. Rosales, the chairmen of the National Council for Integration of Emigrants.

Integration of newcomers is a task of great importance and one that must be successfully accomplished if our country's development is to be successful. Our government has laid great stress on the need for integrating new arrivals, both natives and exiles, into the national community.

The problem of integration is a complex one that requires a detailed study of the conditions of the immigrants in order to determine the best method of integration. The government's policy has been to provide opportunities for the immigrants to become part of the national community.

To ensure this, the government has established special programs to assist the immigrants. These programs include education, training, and employment opportunities.

The government has also established special agencies to monitor the implementation of these programs. These agencies work closely with the immigrants to ensure that they are able to take advantage of the opportunities provided.

In conclusion, the integration of newcomers is a vital task that requires the cooperation of all sectors of society. The government's policy of integration is designed to ensure that the newcomers are able to become full-fledged members of the national community.
SCHOLARSHIP INCREASE REPORTED IN SURVEY

CHICAGO—A survey which concluded this week among college officials and university spokesmen shows that the number of funds available for scholarships will increase this year. Chicago private-writer agents, bankers, and college officials who took part in the survey, and it is desired that Catholic colleges have as much as $3.5 million this year for the same work, and that more of them will be graduates in the battle area that will be administered either by or through the Catholic Education Commission.

The survey, made by the Catholic National Research Center of the University of Chicago, covered 20 colleges, representing an output of $800,000 from Catholic colleges, one-fifth of the total scholarship funds available for the current year. The amount involved was considered significant and the $800,000 was estimated to be the total amount available.

The survey found that there were 40 colleges which would be graduated in the current year, and that 70% of them would be graduates in the current year. The survey also showed that 20% of the graduates would be graduates in the current year.

The survey further showed that 20% of the schools which were graduated in the current year would be graduates in the current year. The survey also showed that 20% of the graduates would be graduates in the current year.

The survey also showed that 20% of the schools which were graduated in the current year would be graduates in the current year. The survey also showed that 20% of the graduates would be graduates in the current year.
Plan 228 Churches in Paris Area

PARIS (ANSA) - Authorities in Paris are planning 228 new Catholic churches in the new parts of the city to be built in the next 10 years, as part of a 15-year program to meet a 60 million francs shortage in the city's churches.

According to the plan, the churches will be built in the peripheral areas of the city, where the increase in population has created a need for more religious facilities.

The plan includes the construction of three new churches in the Seine area, and 225 others in other parts of the city. The churches will be built in a variety of styles and sizes, to meet the needs of different communities.

The project is part of a larger plan to modernize the city's religious infrastructure, and includes the renovation of several existing churches.

The construction of the new churches is expected to begin in the next few years, and is expected to be completed by 2035.

Limit New Priests

US (ANSA) - No students were allowed to attend the New York archdiocesan seminary this year, due to the shortage of priests.

The shortage has been reported by several archdioceses in the United States, and has been compounded by the retirement of many priests over the past few years.

The situation has led to a decrease in the number of priests available for ordination, and has caused concern among diocesan leaders.

Archdiocese leaders have noted that the shortage is likely to continue in the years to come, and have called for increased efforts to attract more students to the seminaries.

Cardinal Approves Transfer of Priest for Bolivian Duty

ST. LOUIS, (ANSA) - Cardinal Bishops of the State of St. Louis has granted an "emergency dispensation" for a priest who has been transferred to Bolivia for a 10-year period.

The priest, a 30-year-old priest, has been transferred to Bolivia due to the shortage of priests in the country.

The cardinal has approved the transfer, and has granted the priest the dispensation required by canon law.

The priest will be able to serve in Bolivia for 10 years, and will be able to return to the United States at any time.

Music Director's Work Published

TULSA, Okla. - The music director for the Oklahoma City Philharmonic has published a guide for the orchestra's performers.

The guide, "Music Director's Guide," was written by Michael J. Kuchar, who has been the music director for the orchestra for the past 15 years.

The guide provides information on the music the orchestra will perform, as well as guidelines for the performers to follow.

Not Taking Political Sides, African Archbishops Say

SABERIBUR, Sudan (AP) - The Sudanese bishops' conference has called for a return to peace in the country, and for the disbandment of the national assembly.

The conference has been praised by the Vatican, and is seen as a positive step towards a return to stability in the country.

Catholic Jett Catholic Vacation Tours and European Catholic Pilgrimages

This year, Jett offers a variety of tours and pilgrimage options, ranging from the traditional to the unique. Whether you're looking for a tour of the Vatican or a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, Jett has you covered.

Jett's tours and pilgrimages are designed to provide a deep and meaningful experience of Catholic history and culture. From the beauty of Rome to the sanctuaries of the Holy Land, Jett's tours are sure to delight and inspire.

For more information, please visit Jett's website or contact them directly.
Taxes for Frills

Now upon a time, the people in this land agreed, 'let there be a tax.' For single men and women, the tax is $100.00 per year. For families, the tax is $50.00 per person. However, we have not agreed upon this tax. Therefore, we are left with the question of what to do. We can either increase the tax or decrease the tax. Or, we can simply ignore it and let it go through without any discussion.

Women Alcohohes

It might be true that alcoholism is a disease that affects women. However, it is also important to consider the social and economic factors that contribute to the problem. Women are often subjected to gender-based violence and discrimination. This can lead to increased levels of stress and anxiety, which can contribute to alcohol use. It is important to address these underlying issues in order to effectively address the problem of women's alcoholism.

A Voice for Those Who Pay

Secretary of Labor Arthur J. Goldberg has failed to consider the voices of those who pay. Instead, he has offered a tax bill that is designed to benefit the wealthy at the expense of the middle and working classes. This bill is not only unfair, but it is also economically dangerous. A tax bill that is designed to benefit the wealthy will only serve to further undermine the economy and the middle and working classes.

Mary's Mind Turns To Sollem Thoughts

By FRANK J. BREED

A. Naturally, the argument is that of the over-90s who have been opposed to prohibition and who were therefore in favor of the sale of alcoholic beverages. It is argued that the prohibition movement was not only a reaction against prohibition, but also a reaction against the sale of alcoholic beverages.

Some Lessons Out of Geneva

By LOUIS P. BUSCH

We have been body broken through the first principles of Geneva in order to obtain the best results. It is not possible to achieve anything without a struggle. In order to be successful, we must be prepared to meet any opposition. The lesson from Geneva is that the struggle is not easy, but it is necessary.

The Question Box

Boxing Is Different From Other Sports

It is being mainly objec-

ted to the abuse of

boxing by professional

fighters. The main objec-

tion is that the fights are

mainly for money and not

for the love of the sport.

The question is whether

boxing should be banned

altogether or not.

Options:

A. Keep boxing as it is,

B. Ban boxing

Intentions for April

The Holy Father's message for April is to

celebrate the first months of spring,

and to remember the crosses we have

been through. April is a month of change,

and a time to celebrate new beginnings.

Our Parish

We are a community of faith, united in our

love for God and our neighbor. We are

called to be witnesses of Christ in the

world. We are called to be a beacon of

light in the darkness. We are called to be

a community of love and compassion.
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Wrong Use of Money Root of Marital Rift

By REV. JOHN J. THOMAS, S.J.
Assistant Professor of Sociology, St. Louis University

How do you handle a spendthrift husband? Our 10 years of marriage have been nothing but debts, debts, debts. He makes good money but half of it must go for taxes. I finally got him to stop gambling — he's had a huge gambling debt when we married, and he still leaves money around freely at times. He'll never grow up and take responsibility. Gibbs & Sons makes silent noises by juggling or getting angry, just like the Bizarro Man from the strait that St. Louis is in. I tell him not to do it. He doesn't listen. He always talks about his problems, but he never listens to mine. So I never get any help.

Our children have suffered because he's so irresponsible. I have two children, and my children feel that there isn't enough food. His income is over $5,000 a year, but I have to work too. We have a decent home, but there isn't anything nice about it. He always talks about getting a new car, but he never gets it. I think he should take care of our children. I've been through so much, and I think he should take some of the responsibility.

I WANT to write a letter to the Advocate about my situation. It's not easy for me, but I think I need to share my story. I'm sure that there are other women in the same situation. I hope that my story will help others. I will never give up.
Communication And the Church

By JOSEPH A. BREH

One of my obligations as a Catholic is to bring the message of the Church to the people. This is not an easy task, but I believe it is one of the most important things I can do. I try to make sure that the people understand what the Church is about and why it is important. I also try to help them understand the events that are happening in the Church today.

Most of the people who come to see me are looking for help. They are looking for guidance and understanding. I try to give them the help they need. I try to make sure that they understand the importance of the Church and its teachings.

When I meet with someone, I try to listen to them carefully. I try to understand their concerns and their fears. I try to give them the help they need. I try to make sure that they understand the Church's teachings and the importance of the Church.

I believe that the Church is a source of hope and strength. I believe that its teachings can help us to live a better life. I believe that the Church can help us to find meaning in our lives.

I believe that the Church is a source of guidance and understanding. I believe that it can help us to find our way in a world that can be confusing and difficult. I believe that the Church can help us to find our place in the world.

I believe that the Church is a source of love and compassion. I believe that it can help us to love and be loved. I believe that the Church can help us to find our place in the world.
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Did You Know That They Were Protestants?

By JUNE Dwyer

NOVEMBER 25, 1962

THE VOGUE

A Tale of Two U.S. Navy Women

The article is about two U.S. Navy women who were Protestant and Catholic, respectively. The Catholic woman, Diane, had just been married and was living in the same house as her Protestant husband, Raymond. The Protestant woman, Susan, was a Navy wife and was married to a Navy officer. The article discusses their lives and how they deal with their different religious beliefs.

Amidst these stories, we also learn about the Winter Contest and the Union City Mothers Back the Printed Word. The Winter Contest is about a contest for girls from fifth grade to eighth grade. The Union City Mothers Back the Printed Word is about the efforts of the Union City Mothers to support the printed word and its importance in their community.

In addition, there are articles about the Camp St. John Boys and Girls Camp, the Camp Notre Dame, and the Camp Alvernia for boys. These camps offer various activities such as hiking, swimming, and other outdoor activities to their participants.

The article also includes information about the Marydel Camp and the Camps C.M. The Marydel Camp is located in New York and offers various activities such as sailing and nature hikes. The Camps C.M. is a camp in Maine that offers a variety of activities, including sailing, hiking, and nature walks.

Overall, the article provides a glimpse into the lives of these women and their community, highlighting the importance of religion, family, and community engagement in their daily lives.
Wayne Rosarians

Bring Weekly Prayers to Old Lips

WAYNE — A card in the Wayne Rosarians Journal indicates that the monthly Rosary meeting is scheduled for May 15. The meeting will be at 8:30 p.m. at the Church of Our Lady of the Rosary, 111 Main St. The meeting will be in the Church of Our Lady of the Rosary, 111 Main St. The meeting will be in the Catholic Church, 111 Main St., Wayne.

The meeting will be in the Catholic Church, 111 Main St., Wayne.

The meeting will be in the Catholic Church, 111 Main St., Wayne.

The meeting will be in the Catholic Church, 111 Main St., Wayne.

ON THE JOB — Sister Josephine Rine shows some of her students.

An Alabama SOS

Has Jersey Touch

NEWARK — The state convention of the American Society for College Women was held here this week. The convention is sponsored by the American Society for College Women (A.S.C.W.), an organization of women who are interested in education and who wish to promote the welfare of college women.
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More Than 60 Planning

For ACCW Convention
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Wrap-Up

in the record books following Saturday’s
Tournament of Champions at the Saddlebred
Eventing, won by the only entry from the

ST. PETER’S, the ran-up to the Tri-County
Party is the first All-Catholic League baseball
season of 1962. The Williamstown-85A
was a member of the league and also
poled the best hitting. The league has
played at least three games more than the best
the league. The league is scheduled to play
4-2-11, and junior St. Pat’s will be held
from Red Oak and St. Paul’s
Eventing, the Saddlebred

The New Jersey Classic

at the beginning of the season. The
season is being sponsored by the
New Jersey Classic.

Bergen Catholic Tabbed to Win

Everyone is favoring Bergen Catholic to win Union County. The
Cardinals’ chief baseball writer, Jack Louis, said that
in a recent battle, involving all members of the
Bergen Catholic baseball team, the Cardinals will
be the other way. The Cardinals will have been
working on their pitching and batting since
the beginning of the season, and Louis
is predicting a easy victory for the
Bergen Catholic.

Although Bergen Catholic
scores have been more pre-

tentious, the Cardinals’ batting
will not be able to count
on. The Cardinals will have to
think of the right way to
score runs, and it is thought that
with four good players on the
pitching staff, the Cardinals
will be able to do it. The Cardinals will
be able to win the game.
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America Owes Support To All Missionaries

Berenice Reid, this article is in error. It is not adversarial. Catholics of the Diocese of New York send more money per capita to missions than does any other American Catholic diocese. Missionaries supported by the Diocese of New York receive more money per day from the Catholic people of this state than any other American missionary ever received, and it is the Diocese of New York which has the highest per capita income of any Catholic diocese in the United States. The combination of fact and faith as well as the work of the missionaries themselves is what will help to solve the problem of the Church in the United States.
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Plan 2 Holy Hours For Wedded Couples

HOBOKEN — The Family Life Apostolate of Our Lady of Ransom Church is sponsoring two holy hours for married couples in the parish center at 4:00 and 7:30 p.m. on May 31. The purpose is to provide opportunities for prayer and reflection during a time in the married life when many couples find themselves busy and under stress.

Curate Writes Passion Play

OUR LADY — As original Passion plays are being held by the Holy Family Catholic Church, the Rev. James Hurley will be present as early as April 1 at Saint Peter's School Church, to assist in the presentation of the living stations.

Father Father of Fanwood To Be Ordained in Camden

MOTHER of the sea, on the morning of the day of the Lord, the—

Father Kelly of Fanwood

SOUTH Plainfield — Bishop Thomas J. Kelly of the Diocese of Newark, will be ordained to the Sacred Order of Priests for the Archdiocese of Newark, at 10:30 a.m. in St. Peter's Church, South Plainfield.

Set President's Cup

At Seton Hall April 15

Mr. and Mrs. George F. Ryan, president of Seton Hall University, will be the honored guests at the President's Spring Concert for the annual President's Cup will be presented to the high school for the most outstanding student in the nation.

Modern Touch To Passion Play

HOBOKEN — In an attempt to make the Passion play more appealing to a younger audience, the author has added modern language and music to the traditional performance.

Seton Hall Breakfast Committee

The breakfast will be held at 7:30 a.m. in the school auditorium, and will feature guest speakers and entertainment. The proceeds will go to support the school's athletic programs and scholarships.

Hudson County National Bank

County-Wide Banking Service For Over 100 Years

GAS HEAT must be good...Over 300,000 of our customers use it...
Courage of Catholic Refugees
Moses U.S. General in Vietnam

MOSI HUNG, Vietnam (CNS) — Regardless of how they were selected by Catholic anti-war leaders to board an April 20 flight from Saigon to Japan, eight Vietnamese men who took the trip to reunite with American-born families here would probably lose something close to their hearts, if not their lives, if they ever return to their homeland.

The Vietnamese, ages 17 to 51, most of them fathers and husbands, are a tiny group in the face of the millions of Vietnamese who have fled to the United States as refugees since the Vietnam War ended in 1975.

Still, their situation is one that every Vietnamese Catholic, whether in Saigon or in California or anywhere in the world, should take to heart.

In 1972, the U.N. Refugee Agency certified that the United States was the top destination for Vietnamese refugees, outranking its next closest rival, Australia.

In 1975, the United States accepted 800,000 Vietnamese refugees, and since then the number has declined to about 10,000. Despite the smaller numbers, the U.S. government is determined to keep accepting Vietnamese refugees.
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Tensions Seen Aid To Christian Unity

SOUTH CHURCH—An in-
vited lecture—Dr. Richard D.
Poulter, a British professor of
Christianity, spoke at South
Church, 4530 Main St., on Fri-
day evening. His lecture dealt
with the Christian view of
"truth of religions," especially
how this view can be used to
aid Christian unity.

Dr. Poulter, who is a non-atheist,
conceptualized his lecture as an
answer to the well-known prob-
lem of the "natural light of reason." He
asserted that there is a need to eval-
uate God's truths in a way that
would not rob truth of its rich-
ness. 

Mr. Poulter quoted from the
writings of early Christian writers
to show how the early church
had a similar approach to the
problem of truth. He also quoted
from the Bible to show how
Christ himself had a similar
view of truth.

Dr. Poulter ended his lecture
by stating that the Christian view
of truth is not only possible but also
necessary for Christian unity.

Serra Work Praised By Archbishop

EAST ORANGE—Speaking at
the annual Serra Club re-
sale, Archbishop John D. Boly
praised the work of the club.

"We need to have a firm faith
to be able to live in this world," he
said. "We need to have a firm
faith to be able to live in this
world, to serve the Lord, and to
serve others.

"The Serra Club is an excellent
organization that serves the
needs of the church and the
needs of the community."

The Serra Club is a ecumenical
organization that works to
promote Catholic unity.

Archbishop Boly announced
that the Serra Club will be
honored with a special award at
the annual Serra Club Gala.

Serra Work Praised By Archbishop

Haworth Citizens Object to School

HAWORTH—A Haworth
citizen, Sister Mary Jane
Cassels, spoke at the Haworth
Citizens Association meeting
on Thursday evening. She
objected to the building of a
school in the center of Haworth.

"I believe that the school
should be built on the outskirts
of town," she said. "I believe
that the school should be built
on the outskirts of town, far
from the center of the town.

"The school should be built
on the outskirts of town, far
from the center of the town,
where it will not encroach on
the existing homes.
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